
    
 

                  “CAMPERS CHATTER” 
 
 

RIVIERZICHT 

19th – 21st January 2018 

 
Thank you to Johnny & Sandy Van Rooyen for the camp report 

 

CAMPERS: 

Trevor & Sandy  Chris & Ingrid, Carl & Jamie and Tamsin & Reece 

Gianni & Sally   Greg & Jenni  

Ira & Mandy   Craig & Rina 

Helen    Johnny & Sandy 

 

With the Christmas and New Year festivities done and dusted, we were looking forward to our first camp of 

2018 with the Camping Club at one of our favourite spots, Rivierzicht, just outside of Robertson.  The 

weather prediction was forecast as warm and muggy although Sally had Whatsapp’ed to warn everyone 

that there was rain predicted for Friday which thankfully (or should I rather say with our dire drought 

situation, unfortunately) did not materialize and it was actually a glorious sunny day.  Arrived at the 

campsite lunchtime’ish after a detour to Rooiberg for Johnny’s usual hearty beef pie and a restock of wine, 

only to find Chris and Ingrid set up already.  They’d  been there from the previous day.   

The rest of the campers arrived in dribs and drabs throughout the day and set up in record time as there 

was a lot of catching up to do after the Christmas holidays.  Fires were lit early in the evening and a good 

chinwag was had by all.  Nice to see Greg and Jenni at camp as they weren’t on the original list.  They had 

decided to camp at the last minute – HAPPY DAYS! 

Unfortunately the wind picked up in the evening and despite trying 

to huddle behind the howling moon, the weather forced most of 

the campers to retire a bit earlier than usual.  Waking up on 

Saturday morning, there were a few ‘quiet’ campers who hadn’t 

had a good night’s sleep with the wind howling the whole night.  

Although warm on Saturday, it was still quite windy with 

threatening thunder clouds which once again (seems to be the 

normal occurrence in Cape Town at the moment) didn’t materialize 

as promised.  There were a few spits and spots just to make 

everything dirty but nothing major. 

 

Chris, Ingrid and family took themselves off to the Robertson area 

for a spot of wine tasting and lunch whilst the rest of us decided to 

remain at camp and do absolutely nothing.  

 

 

 



 As always, Craig tried valiantly to catch fish but when Ira came 

trundling down to the river dressed in his Borat costume in the 

colours of the South African flag with his fishing rod, he had us in 

stitches and all thoughts of fishing were forgotten. 

Later in the day, a few of us gathered to play a new game 

(brought back from Australia) called “Cards against Humanity” 

which they say is for “horrible” people.  Phew some of the 

“answers” on the cards were rather awful but had everyone in 

stitches.   Sandy Biggs was victorious (she obviously had the best 

“horrible” cards) with Johnny coming a close second. 

Later in the afternoon, unfortunately Greg and Jenni decided to 

leave early and started packing up their rig.  Not having had a 

good night’s sleep with the wind and with the thunder 

clouds looming, they decided to cut their losses and 

duck. 

 

 

 

 

The rest of us gathered together in the evening for 

the Chairman’s Chatter.  Earlier in the day, Carrie’s 

children had been making some ghastly stuff by 

combining shaving foam, borax, food colouring 

and some kind of glue.  The result was a very 

sticky mixture (a bit like play dough) which they 

had coloured blue (earlier in the day they had 

coloured their mixture pink).   

 

Whilst waiting for everyone to settle, Ira thought 

it would be a fun idea to plonk a whole blob of 

this blue gunge on Johnny’s head making him 

look like Papa Smurf.  The kids had told Ira that it 

didn’t stick and would come off easily so after 

trying it on his own head (you do know your 

head is bald hey Ira…) and on his eyebrows of all 

places, he smacked this blob of blue gunge on 

Johnny’s head and proceeded to rub it in.  Why 

oh why would anyone listen to a child’s 

reasoning ☺.     

Panic erupted as the blob of gunge was firmly 

stuck on Johnny’s few strands of hair and the more Ira tried to 

remove it (along with some precious hair follicles), the more the 

gunge stuck vas.   By now everyone was in fits of laughter (some of 

it, me included, was more hysteria than anything else) whilst the 

Chairman was waiting to give his speech.  After trying unsuccessfully 

to get the gunge off, the Chairman went ahead with his speech, 

however, I am not sure how much information was heard by 

everyone as there was uncontrollable giggling going on around the 

circle.   Johnny, aka Papa Smurf, then issued the fines sporting the 

blue blob still on his head with more giggles.  Thank goodness Sandy 

B. came to the rescue and by thinking reasonably and experimenting 

with some water to see what the water did to the gunge, she 



suggested rinsing it off with water which seemed to dissolve the mixture.  So after an intense shower at 

the Invader, the gunge eventually came out and Johnny was once again looking more like a human being 

albeit minus a few precious hair follicles.  Motto of the story, don’t listen to the kids! 

 
 

After all the excitement of Papa Smurf, a great evening was had by all and with the wind almost completely 

gone, the campers kuiered for much longer than the previous night with Trevor and Helen being the last to 

leave and therefore responsible for putting out the fires. 

Woke up Sunday morning to a glorious day of sunshine and no wind – typical last day scenario.  Fishing and 

swimming (the river was full which was surprising with the drought) were a must for the day before having 

to pack up which was done very slowly in between cooling off in the river.  The weekend fishing wasn’t 

bad, with the guys catching a quite a few between them as well as the usual near misses. 

 

Next camp is at Champagne (Greyton) – hope to see you all there. 

Celebrating January Birthdays: 

Tamsin 06 January 

Rina 12 January 

Sally  15 January  

Gianni 26 January 

Carl      26 January 

Joe 31 January 

 

FINES 

• Chris & Ingrid – coming camping well in advance of everyone. W.T.F.! 

• Ira for coming to camp looking like Borat and chasing the fish away. 

• Reece for feeling poorly on Friday.  Chris had to start his own fire and braai himself.  Not on. 

• Gianni for only having one beer Friday and one beer on Saturday – ALCOHOL FREE Becks. 

• Mandy for drinking pink drinks – campers don’t do pink drinks. 

• Carl for reshaping his Toyota Bakkie in the Atlantis Dunes.  The bullbar is now a bit skew. 

• Greg & Jenni for leaving early on Saturday afternoon after saying F*&K IT they will stay. 

• Fine from Reece to Johnny – Johnny for losing Reece’s fish 

 
 

 


